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As the founder and manager of a marketing group that utilizes article marketing, I've 
noticed that some writers, and even marketers, don't know the proper formatting of an 
article. Along with this, there are even more who don't know how to use keywords and 
tags for content and search engine optimization.  
 
It's important for any writer writing articles, and it’s especially important for businesses 
that NEED to increase visibility, expert status, and readership, to know how to use their 
content effectively. 
 
Creating article content is an essential marketing strategy. It establishes you as an 
authority in your niche or on a particular topic or product, increases your visibility and 
readership, and brings traffic to your site. It also broadens your marketing reach, which 
helps bring more traffic to your site, which in turn increases conversion. 
 
Quick note on conversion: Conversion is the ratio between the number of visitors to 
your website and the number of those visitors who actually click on your call-to-action. 
They’ll be a bit more on this in the next section. 
 
Bringing traffic to your site to sign up for your mailing list is the real goal to any 
marketing strategy, even more so than selling a product.  
 
The reason for this is that a person on your mailing list gives you the opportunity to build 
a relationship and promote various products and services – it provides the basis for 
multiple sales.  
 
A non-subscriber, a one-time visitor/buyer is just that: a one-time deal. And, the rule 
about one-time visitors is they WILL NOT buy what you’re offering. 
 

In fact, Jeff Herring (the Article Marketing Guy) says, “Article Marketing, when done 
correctly, is one of the most powerful forces online.”  

 
If you notice, Herring says, “when done correctly.”  Part of doing it ‘correctly’ is to have 
your article content properly formatted. 
 
If you’re taking the time to use article marketing, whether posting to your blog, guest 
blogging, or submitting to article directories, you should create quality content that 
delivers on what the title and summary promises, and have it formatted properly. Any 
content you publish or share is a reflection of your writing skills and – make those skills 
shine. 
 

So, let’s go over five steps to properly format article 
content and have it search engine optimized (SEO) and 
content discovery optimized (CDO) ready. 
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1. Article Titles and Subtitles 
 

According to EzineArticles.com, “Better Titles = Additional Article Views = More 
Resource Box Clicks = Higher Website Traffic.” 

 
Your title should be reflective of the article content and the first letter of each word 
should be capitalized.  
 
Example:  
 
Not Effective, Incorrect: Article marketing: formatting your content 
 
Effective and Correct: Article Marketing With Properly Formatted Content Attracts 
More Attention and Interest 
 
The normal rule for words such as “and,”  “a,” “an,” “to,” and “the” is it’s not necessary to 
capitalize them. And, if at all possible leave out punctuation that can break-up the 
article’s url. Notice above that the ‘effective title’ eliminated the ‘colon.’ 
 
Titles should also be keyword effective and the keywords should be “point-first” or point-
last,” according to Dr. Flint McGlaughlin of MecLabs. The middle isn’t effective. And, 
headlines must be a complete sentence, a complete thought. 
 
Take note that the ‘effective’ article above is point-first. The keyword, article marketing, 
is at the beginning and it’s a complete sentence. 
 
Sometimes, simply rewording or adding another keyword will optimize your title: 
 
Example of using optimized keywords in your title, point-first: 
 
Not as Effective: Two Essentials for a Healthier Immune System 
 
Effective: Your Health – Two Essentials for a Healthier Immune System 
Effective: Health Tip - Two Essentials for a Healthier Immune System 
 
Note: It’s much more effective if you can include at least two keywords in your title, just 
be sure it flows and doesn’t sound like it’s just added for optimization. I underlined the 
keywords in the “effective” titles above. 
 

In regard to the length of the title, EzineArticles says, “Longer titles maximize your ability 
to attract readers with a specific promise that is highly relevant to your niche.” 

 
Along with the above, your title or subject heading needs to address a need or want of 
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your target audience. You need to convey the ‘right’ message to motivate the 
scanner/surfer to take the time to move past the title and subtitle and read your first 
paragraph. 
 
Advertising executive David Ogilvy brings it a bit further and advises that if you can get 
the subject line (article title) right, you’ve done around 80% of the work needed to turn 
attention to interest.  
 
With the amount of content in cyberspace, simply getting someone’s attention with a 
title doesn’t cut it anymore. That attention quickly needs to convert to interest. 
 
Your title needs to address this question: Why should a reader take the time to read 
your article over thousands of others available?  
 
Remember, if you don’t ‘grab’ that reader you’ll lose that click to your site or landing 
page.  
 
And, as mentioned earlier, your title must be reflective of the article content. Tricks 
and whistles may initially get the reader to scan your piece, but if the content doesn’t 
provide what’s promised, your conversion rate will suffer. In other words, you’ll lose a 
subscriber . . . a potential customer or client.  
 

Always deliver on what you promise. 
 
The same rules hold true for your subtitle. You can use your subtitle to elaborate on the 
title. Use it to provide more information that will build interest and motivate the reader to 
stop and read. 
 
2. Include Keywords in the Body of Your Article 
 
While Google seems to continually make updates to its algorithm, it’s still important to 
include your keyword in the body of the article. SEO isn’t what it was over the last five 
years, but again, keywords are still effective for searchers.  
 
Don’t overdo it though. The keywords should be a natural part of the information, not 
forced. It’s important for your keyword to be in your topic headings (if applicable), 
subheading if possible, the first and last paragraphs, and in a couple of other 
paragraphs. 
 
Note: some article directories, one being EzineArticles, will not allow you to include your 
keyword in subheadings within the content. 
 
In the ‘marketing definitions’ section of this ebook we’ll go over Google’s newest update 
Content Discovery Optimization (CDO). 
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A Bit about Keywords 
 
A keyword is a word or phrase that online searchers will use to find something they 
want or need. 
 
And, if you’re thinking that keywords are something only a marketer or affiliate marketer 
needs to be aware of, that’s not the case. 
 
While keywords don’t have the same weight in Google’s latest update, they’re still 
important. They don’t however have to be the exact wording as in the purely SEO days.  
 
Today, if you’re promoting yourself, your book, service, business, or product, you need 
readers to know several things: 
 

• Who you are  

• Where you are (your website) 

• What you have to offer  

• Why what you’re offering is what they need  
• Why you’re qualified to be offering this product or service 

 
There are a lot of requirements that need to be met in order to be successful in this ever 
expanding and competitive internet arena, and keywords are a part of those 
requirements.  
 
One of the basic organic marketing strategies used to get noticed is providing quality 
content.  
 
I’m sure you’ve read or heard a hundred times that “content is king.” And, it’s absolutely 
true, as long as you follow certain rules . . .  
 
Imagine being a spec in the sky . . . so tiny and far away that you’re invisible to the 
human eye. Well, that’s you in the internet universe. So, how do you get a flickering light 
going and build it into a steady strong beam that will be visible by others?  
 
That’s where valuable content and keywords comes in. 
 
The only way to get on the internet radar is to create valuable content, provide it 
regularly, and make sure it has effective keywords.  
 
As I mentioned, content is essential, without it you don’t have a chance. But, even with 
it, you need to fine tune your ‘must read information’ with keywords. 
 
If you’re not familiar with using keywords, it’s not difficult to do. And, if you’re really 
pressed for time, use common sense. Think of what query words you would use to find 
a topic. While using a keyword tool would afford a much larger pond to fish from, again, 
if you just don’t have the time for research on a particular article, don’t go crazy. 
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But, in general, a keyword tool will be helpful to get a general idea of what people are 
searching for. 
 
When I originally wrote this article, I took the time and plugged in the word “keywords” at 
freekeywords.wordtraker.com (a free tool). The number one phrase for this keyword is 
“keyword research,” number two is “keyword analysis,” and number three is “keyword.”  
 
I really didn’t have to do a search to realize the word “keyword” would be there, I didn’t 
know, however, that “research” would be part of the number one phrase. Knowing the 
number one keyword phrase provides valuable information; this also means it is a highly 
competitive keyword. 
 
To help narrow your playing field, long tail keywords come in handy. 
 
The Long Tail Keywords 
 
To make your keyword content even more effective look for what’s called long tail 
keywords. These are words that will move you away from the general querying crowd 
and the heavy competition. 
 
For example, if your niche is children’s writing your key words would be: writing, 
children’s writing, and possibly children’s fiction and/or children’s nonfiction.  
 
To elaborate on these keywords—to get more specific and narrow your target 
audience—you might use: writing for kids, children’s fantasy chapter books, picture 
books, middle grade fiction books, or kids’ nonfiction magazine articles. You get the 
idea; you need to focus in on your niche.  
 
Instead of aiming at the outer rim of a bull’s eye, go dead center, or now with Google’s 
update, close to it. 
 
To get started try these four keyword search tools:  
 
http://wordstream.com/keywords/ (30 searches free)   
http://keyworddiscovery.com (free trial option) 
http://freekeywords.wordtracker.com (free, just sign up) 
 
Before we move on, I want to emphasis again, that keywords aren’t what they use to be. 
But, you still need to provide searchable terms, not necessarily exact, that search 
engines can find, categorize, and index. 
 
We’ll discuss this a bit more in the ‘marketing’ section. 
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3. Spacing Your Article Content 
 
Every paragraph in your article should have an extra line between it and the next one. If 
the formatting calls for it, the beginning of each paragraph should be indented.  
 
You should also keep your paragraphs relatively short. Readers like plenty of ‘white 
space.” This ‘white space’ allows for easier and quicker reading.  
 
Notice my content formatting. 
 
In addition, it’s necessary to use proper grammar and punctuation. And, you need to 
edit your content before you publish it. 
 

4. Include Your Bio 
 
You’d think every writer would make sure they receive credit for their article content, but 
if you read some blogs, even those with multiple contributing authors, there are some 
with no byline. Even if it’s your own blog, at least end the post with your name. 
 
For article directories, each service has its own resource box instructions. And it’s 
essential to make the most of it. This is a key element in article marketing. 
 
They’ll be more on the resource box in the Ten Steps to Writing for Article Directories 
section. 
 
For guest blogging you don’t want your byline to be too long – make it short and 
effective. You can include your name with a couple of sentences letting the reader know 
why he should click on the link you provided.  
 
Some sites offer guest post instructions. An example would be my site. You can check it 
out at: http://www.karencioffiwritingandmarketing.com/p/reprint-policy.html  
 

5. Article Content Marketing Tags  
 
Including keywords or tags where allowed is still important to article marketing and its 
search functionality. Most hosting services and article directories provide specific areas 
at the bottom of the article or on the side for keywords or tags. Take advantage of this 
tool. 
 
The tags should be relevant to your content and will allow the search engines to 
categorize and index your content. This in turn will allow your article to be found by 
people searching for your topic, which is what article marketing is all about. 
 
That’s it. These are five article content formatting and ‘optimization ready’ tips you’ll 
need to help get your articles doing what they should be doing: getting read, going viral, 
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and bringing traffic to your site. 
 
A final tip: when creating content make sure you edit your work before making it public. 
 
But, there’s still more you can do to create an effective content optimized article.  
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While we discussed titles above, this information is a bit more in-depth. 
 
Marketing research shows that headlines are the single most important factor in 
increasing website traffic and conversion rates. You might think of an effective headline 
as a magnet attracting visitors to your site. But, what constitutes an effective headline? 
 
In an experiment, in which various elements of a website were tweaked to determine 
which would have the greatest impact on conversion, having an effective headline was 
more important than changing elements of the landing page or shopping cart process. 
In fact, changing a headline generated 29 percent more leads. That’s close to one-third 
more leads. 
 
Let me pause a moment though. For those of you who aren’t sure what the term 
‘website conversion rates’ is, it’s the ratio of visitors to buyers on your site. So, if you 
have 100 visitors and only 1 person buys, you have a 1% conversion rate. 
 
Okay, back on track. 
 
While quality and informative content is a must, the headline is kind-of-like the magnet 
for your website. It’s what will attract the surfer/browser to stop, pay attention, follow 
what’s going on, and follow the process to opt-in or buy. 
 
As a writer/marketer, you need to have your message focused on what the customer’s 
interests are. This is especially critical for the headline. You need to craft a headline that 
will (1) quickly grab a surfer or visitor’s attention and (2) clearly define the WIIFM 
(what’s in it for me) or the value. If the visitor knows what the benefits are, he’ll be more 
receptive to ‘following the yellow brick road’ you have in place for conversion. 
 
To increase website traffic and conversion rates, the most effective headlines are 
‘value-centric.’ This relates to number one and two above. You need to ‘hit’ the target 
customer’s interests and you need to convey the value of opting-in to your mailing list or 
buying what you’re offering. And, you need to let the visitor know just how significant the 
benefit/s will be. 
 
An effective title might be: Get Paid to Guest Blog. 
 
In five simple words you’re telling the reader what the benefit is and what’s involved. 
 
“The Value Litmus Test,” an article at ValueCentricSelling.com, explains that along with 
having the value front and center, you should also provide the ‘timeline.’ This is 
another factor that will help increase website traffic. 
 
The timeline is the length of time it will take the customer to achieve the benefits. This 
may not always be applicable to your product or service, but when it is it’s important to 
include it. 
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An example of using the timeline strategy is Create Your Own eBook and Cover in 7 
Days. You immediately know this product is promising that you can write an ebook in 
seven days. It meets all the qualifications for an effective headline. 
 
Another example of ‘timeline’ is the Five Minute Writer by Avril Harper. This title also 
lets the reader know the time element involved. In as little as five minutes a day you can 
earn money writing. While the title doesn’t specify the benefit or promise, the sales copy 
does. 
 
Other timeline headline/title examples are: 
 
Write an Optimized Article in Under 30 Minutes 
Get Website Traffic in One Day 
Lose 5 Pounds in 7 Days  
 
Finally, the headline and offered value must be credible, in other words realistic and 
actually doable.  
 
The example headlines/titles above each have a value proposition. They’re each 
promising a benefit and a specific timeline. The writer or marketer must be sure the 
promises/claims stated are realistic. But, even more than realistic, the value proposition 
must be believable. If the visitor wonders if it’s really possible, you’ve lost him. 
 

So, breaking it all down, there are four elements to an effective headline 
that will increase a site’s traffic and conversion rates: 
 
1. Grab the reader’s attention by focusing on his interests 
2. Convey the value or benefit of what you’re offering 
3. Provide a timeline, if applicable 
4. Make sure the headline ‘promise’ is believable and doable 
 
Add these elements to your headlines to generate and increase website traffic that will 
be receptive to your offers. It will also go a long way in boosting website conversion 
rates. 
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When writing for business, including health content, you need to be professional. You 
need to make sure you use proper grammar, along with references and quotes for 
‘authoritative building’ content. 
 
Keep in mind that the words don’t have to be scholarly or rarefied. In fact, unless you’re 
writing for a particular niche with its own jargon, your content should use simple wording 
– easy to read. It should also have clarity. 
 
If you noticed above, I mentioned you should use quotes and references in your 
business writing. This is particularly true of health writing. 
 
So, this section of Lesson One will delve into the basics of using quotes and how to cite 
them. 
 
This section includes article examples, since I feel they’re one of the best means of 
explaining a subject matter and getting a point across. 
 

To begin, you should have a copy of the Chicago Manual of Style (CMS), the 

most recent addition. For this section, I used the 16th Edition.1 All references 

to the CMS relate to this edition. 
 

NOTES: 
 
1. The reference links at the bottom of your article should be hyperlinked. 
 
2. If you’re not quoting from a source and are just using it as a foundation for your 
content, then simply list the reference at the end of your article. See Example 1 in 
References. 
 
When in doubt, look it up in the CMS. For a quick guide visit: 
http://www.chicagomanualofstyle.org/tools_citationguide.html  
 
When referencing or citing from a book, below is the format you would use. 
 
Name of author (comma), title of the book (comma), book edition (period). State where the book was 
published (colon): name of the publisher (comma), year of publication (period). 

 
1. University of Chicago Press, The Chicago Manual of Style, 16th ed. Chicago: 
University of Chicago Press, 2010.  
 
(See the related yellow highlighted subscript number 1 above.) 
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EXAMPLES of References 
 

 

 

Please note that these articles are for example purposes only and 

not to be copied or used in any fashion. 
 

 

 

Environmental Factors Increase Risk of Asthma in Children-1 
 
By Karen Cioffi 
 
New research from the Université de Montréal, Canada, which looked at the living 
conditions of almost 1000 children diagnosed with asthma reveals that environmental 
factors in the home have a significant influence on the severity of symptoms 
experienced by children with asthma.  Heredity, environmental conditions, number and 
type of exposures and emotional factors can indicate a predisposition to allergies. The 
immune system normally overreacts to allergens by producing asthma symptoms. 
 
When you have asthma, the airways that carry air into your lungs become sensitive to 
irritants like pollen, dust, or cold weather. Repeated exposure to irritants causes the 
airways to become swollen or inflamed. As this inflammation gets worse, the airways 
grow more sensitive and narrow so that getting air into and out of the lungs can be very 
difficult, sometimes even impossible. 
 
The researchers found that the risk for poor asthma control in the children was 
increased by 35% as a result of living in areas of high traffic density. Traffic pollution 
contains a mixture of chemicals and particulate matter that can irritate the sensitive 
mucus membranes of the respiratory system and cause the airways to narrow.   
 
The children living in basement bedrooms were able to control their asthma 30% less.  
Basements are commonly damp and contain mold, which is both an allergen and a 
source of toxic chemicals, which again can trigger asthma symptoms. 
 
The results also showed a significant association between asthmatic children living in 
rented accommodations and the severity of their condition. Asthma control was better in 
children whose families owned their own home. This link could be the result of a number 
of factors including location of rental properties and general state of upkeep compared 
to resident-owned properties. 
 
This study suggests asthmatic children are likely to do better if living in quieter 
neighborhoods with their bedrooms and main living space located above ground to 
reduce the risk of exposure to dampness and mold.   
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Simple measures such as keeping windows closed to prevent exposure to pollution and 
ventilating basements properly could substantially improve a child's asthma.  Use a 
dehumidifier or air conditioner to maintain relative humidity below 50% and keep 
temperatures cool. Regular thorough cleaning of the home including the washing 
machine, refrigerator drip trays, garbage pails, and closets will reduce the number of 
asthma triggers.  
 
References: 
 
http://www.ei-resource.org/news/allergy-news/home-environmental-factors-increase-
asthma-severity-in-children/ 
http://mold-help.org/ 
http://www.niehs.nih.gov/health/topics/conditions/asthma/mold.cfm 
 
===== 
 
Note: If you’re not quoting from a particular source, but a particular paragraph or 
sentence is closely related to the source’s content, you should still reference it with the 
number system.  
 
For example, suppose the particular paragraph below is closely worded to the source 
content (niehs.hih.gov), you should then reference it. 
 
The children living in basement bedrooms were able to control their asthma 30% less.  
Basements are commonly damp and contain mold, which is both an allergen and a 
source of toxic chemicals, which again can trigger asthma symptoms.1 
 
Reference:  
 
(1) http://www.niehs.nih.gov/health/topics/conditions/asthma/mold.cfm 
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A New Employee Reward Program Implemented at Kent Hospital-2 
 
By Karen Cioffi 
 
A Ledger Marketing and HR Learning study conducted in Canada found that almost half 
of small business owners are concerned over “recruiting good employees.”1 
 
This is a global trend attributed to the slow-to-recover economic climate. While business 
owners are worried about finding talent, they’re also concerned about retaining 
employees already on board. Businesses are ‘eyeing’ employee rewards programs as a 
strategy to keep workers satisfied and motivated. 
 
One establishment that is taking advantage of this strategy is Kent Hospital in 
Providence, Rhode Island. 
 
According to the Providence Business News, Kent Hospital is taking steps to enhance 
support of their internal structure – the workforce. Although, like many institutions, funds 
are tight, the hospital recognizes that the employees have continued to put forth effort to 
maintain performance and want to acknowledge that fact. "This is a time to invest in our 
employees, not cut back on them," said CEO and president, Sandra L. Coletta.2 
 
Kent Hospital titled their program Recognizing Our Achievements, Rewarding Staff 
(ROARS) and it’s designed to establish a workplace culture that provides workers with 
the feeling of recognition and appreciation for their work ethics, in spite of tough times. 
 
Adding a lottery-like feel to the awards, recognized workers are given scratch-tickets 
that are redeemable for a number of gifts and benefits, all provided by the hospital. 
 
This is one of many strategies and rewards that can be offered by companies 
implementing their own employee loyalty initiatives. Along with scratch-tickets, rewards 
offered can include tickets to events, web-based points-based initiatives, travel 
incentives, and gift-cards. 
 
Numerous studies, including one from the University of Maryland, demonstrate that 
enhanced worker loyalty levels correspond to enhanced “market performance.”2 
 
Sources: 
 
1. http://www.newswire.ca/en/story/602009/results-of-the-leger-marketing-omnibus-
hrlearning-ca-survey-recruiting-the-right-employees-is-leading-concern-among-small-
business-executives 
2. http://www.pbn.com/New-employee-reward-program-at-Kent,48272 
 
Note the use of keywords within the body of this article. This is an optimized article. 
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Employees are Motivated by Travel Incentive Programs-3 
 
By Karen Cioffi 
 
During the recession travel incentives took a hard hit, especially after the American 
International Group (AIG) fiasco. In the midst of the economic spiral downward, and 
after receiving bail-out funds from the federal government, AIG hosted a very expensive 
incentive earned trip for its employees.  
 
This event brought a great deal of negative publicity and public outcry over exorbitant 
corporate incentive spending. Other organizations, not wanting to be a part of the fallout 
from this negativity, took measures to steer clear of incentive travel or at the very least 
reduce its spending in that area. Taking this course of action left the travel incentive 
industry to face the consequences. 
 
But, with the economy making a comeback, the tides of incentive travel are turning. 
Steve O’Malley, president of Site International Foundation, explains that “there’s much 
higher degree of comfort in using these tools to drive business performance and also to 
talk about it . . . Many companies, if not most, are saying it’s safe to get back in the 
water."1 
 
Adding to the writing on the wall, O’Malley, who is also senior vice president of Maritz 
Travel, cites from his company’s data, “We have 92 percent of the 2010 volume already 
booked just two months into the year.”1 
 
While the upward trend for travel incentive is good news and a boost for the industry, 
the majority of organizations are still holding the reins a bit tight. Companies today, in 
the wake of record numbers of layoffs and workplace dissatisfaction, want to be viewed 
as business thrifty and caring.  
 
With this type of attitude, businesses will make wiser choices. “They’ll go domestic 
instead of international, or stay at a Hyatt instead of a Four Seasons,” explains Harith 
Wickrema, incentive planner and Temple University professor.2  
 
A survey conducted by Maritz Travel reveals that 91 percent of workers acknowledge 
being strongly motivated to boost workplace efforts for a chance to earn trips, according 
to Incentives Marketplace. Even stronger evidence of the effectiveness of incentive 
travel, the study shows that 99 percent of participants concur that “incentive travel 
packages are appealing rewards.”2 

 

Sources: 
 
(1) http://incentivemarketing.org/displaycommon.cfm?an=1&subarticlenbr=463 
(2) http://www.loyaltyworks.com/incentiveindustrynews/travel-incentives/travel-incentive-
programs-are-back-growing-popular-among-workers/ 
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Two Essentials for a Healthier Immune System-4 
 
By Karen Cioffi 
 
It is a well-established fact that there are certain everyday strategies we can use to 
improve our health. The internet, magazines, books, and even TV shows give us our 
daily allowance of what we should do. Eating healthy and exercise are the two most 
important avenues we can take to become healthier. These lifestyle tools are especially 
important for those with chronic illnesses such as Multiple Sclerosis, Lupus, Diabetes, 
and Chronic Fatigue Syndrome. Sufferers of chronic illnesses are already in a 
weakened condition. 
 
Interestingly, the basic strategies for a healthier you are similar in both Western and 
Eastern practices. In a recent interview, Henry Zhen-Hong Lee, a NYS licensed 
acupuncturist, NCCA DPL Herbalist, and graduate of Beijing Medical College, 
discussed the two essential tactics that will help in the quest to improve your well-being. 
The two lifestyle essentials are: diet and exercise. 
 
Your Diet and Chronic Illnesses 
 
Sugar, carbohydrates (carbs), and processed foods play havoc on your immune 
system; Lee suggests the following: 
 
1. Limiting sugar is the first ingredient in Lee’s recipe for better health. Sugar actually 
stops the immune cells from functioning – this leaves you with no line of defense. Think 
of what would happen if a football team had no line of defense, they would have 
absolutely no chance of winning the game. In fact, they would be annihilated. If you are 
suffering with chronic illness, your body is in a constant battle.  Keep this in mind when 
choosing the foods you eat. 
 
2. Along with limiting sugar you need to limit the carbs in your diet. The reason behind 
this is because carbs are turned into sugar by your body and quickly raise your blood 
sugar level. The carbs that are important to watch out for are those that contain white 
sugar and refined grains. These types of carbs can usually be found in white flour and 
white rice. 
 
3. Next in line is to limit, if not completely avoid, is processed foods. Processed foods 
are full of ingredients that are toxic to our bodies, some of which are known cancer 
causing agents. For those of you with chronic illnesses, including these foods to your 
diet is adding insult to injury. Your body needs simple and healthy foods to enable it to 
function as easily as possible. Eating processed foods, full of toxic chemicals, increases 
the burden of an already overburdened system. 
 
Exercise Builds a Healthier Immune System 
 
According to Lee, exercise increases circulation which boosts the immune system. 
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While cardio is important, any form of exercise is helpful. Lee prefers yoga himself, but 
advises that you need to be instructed by an individual who knows what he/she is doing. 
You can do more harm than good if you do not learn the proper yoga methods – it is 
very easy to injure yourself. 
 
In the exercise realm, Lee notes that mediation is very important. Mediation can help 
the immune system disorder by increasing energy to the kidney system. Lee 
recommends mediating every day for at least thirty minutes. To start you can begin with 
ten minutes a day and increase steadily until you’ve reached the maximum you can 
handle. 
 
If you’d like to learn more about a healthy body please go to: 
 
Harvard Health Publications 
http://www.health.harvard.edu 
 
WedMD 
http://www.webmd.com/ 
  
E.W. Natural Healing Acupunture P.C. 
http://www.ewnaturalhealing.com 
 
References: 
 
http://kidshealth.org/parent/nutrition_fit/nutrition/sugar.html 
http://bodyecology.com/07/10/18/hidden_dangers_of_processed_foods.php 
http://www.webmd.com/food-recipes/antioxidants-your-immune-system-super-foods-
optimal-health 
 
===== 
 
Note: Sometimes you’ll have first-hand information (from the source himself), so note 
references may not be needed. In this case, be sure to have reliable notes and 
permission from the source to use him as the source of the information. 
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EXAMPLES of Using Quotes 
 
 
 

When writing, the occasion may arise in which you will want to quote an expert or 
someone with authority. This Section provides the basics of using quotes. 
 
To start, here’s a quote from the CMS (13.1): “Whether quoting, paraphrasing, or using 
others’ ideas to advance their own arguments, authors should give explicit credit to the 
source of those words or ideas.” Please keep this in mind when writing. 
 
How to use a Quote and Attribution 
 
Quotes can be used in a number of ways. You may simply include it as part of your 
sentence, like example paragraph 1 (a run-in quote) below, or you may use it as its own 
sentence, as in example 2. No matter how you use the quote, you need to give 
attribution to the author. Notice the attribution highlighted in blue in the examples below. 
(You also need to provide the source of the quote – see the References section above.) 
 
Example 1 
 
But, with the economy making a comeback, the tides of incentive travel are turning. 
Steve O’Malley, president of Site International Foundation, explains that “there’s much 
higher degree of comfort in using these tools to drive business performance and also to 
talk about it . . . Many companies, if not most, are saying it’s safe to get back in the 
water."1 
 
When using the run-in style, it’s important for the incorporated text to fit in logically and 
grammatically with the rest of the sentence or paragraph. With this type of quote, you 
will usually only use what is necessary from the original content. 
 
Also, the quote’s intention, as based on the original source’s surrounding text, must 
remain evident.  
 
Example 2 
 
With this type of attitude, businesses will make wiser choices. “They’ll go domestic 
instead of international, or stay at a Hyatt instead of a Four Seasons,” explains Harith 
Wickrema, incentive planner and Temple University professor.2  
 
You might also use an alternative quote integration: 
 
With this type of attitude, businesses will make wiser choices. According to Harith 
Wickrema, incentive planner and Temple University professor, “They’ll go domestic 
instead of international, or stay at a Hyatt instead of a Four Seasons.” 2  
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Placement of Quotation Marks 
 
With this type of attitude, businesses will make wiser choices. “They’ll go domestic 
instead of international, or stay at a Hyatt instead of a Four Seasons,” explains Harith 
Wickrema, incentive planner and Temple University professor.2  
 
The quotation mark goes before the first word of the quote and goes after the 
punctuation mark at the end of the quote. The punctuation mark may be a comma, 
period, question mark, exclamation mark, or other. 
 
Using a Quote, But Not the Entire Sentence (using ellipses) 
 
But, with the economy making a comeback, the tides of incentive travel are turning. 
Steve O’Malley, president of Site International Foundation, explains that “there’s much 
higher degree of comfort in using these tools to drive business performance and also to 
talk about it . . . Many companies, if not most, are saying it’s safe to get back in the 
water."1 
 
Sometimes you don’t need all the text in the original content to make your point. When 
this happens, you can use ellipses, you do though have to make sure the original intent 
isn’t skewed. Ellipses should not be used often. 
 
Block Quotations 
 
Block quotations are quotes that are at least six to eight lines of text, according to the 
CMS (13.11).  
 
Looking at the quote below, taken from one of the Reference example articles, to block 
this quote off you would indent the text. You must indent on from the left and may do the 
same on the right. 
 
For the example below, I indented to .5 on both sides. Note that you do not use 
quotation marks with a block quote. 
 

It is a well-established fact that there are certain everyday strategies we 
can use to improve our health. The internet, magazines, books, and even 
TV shows give us our daily allowance of what we should do. Eating 
healthy and exercise are the two most important avenues we can take to 
become healthier. These lifestyle tools are especially important for those 
with chronic illnesses such as Multiple Sclerosis, Lupus, Diabetes, and 
Chronic Fatigue Syndrome. Sufferers of chronic illnesses are already in a 
weakened condition. 

 
Your following text, from your own words, would continue below the block quote flush 
left, as I’ve done here. 
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Final Notes on this Section  
 
1. There are many more rules to using quotes and citing sources, so for in-depth 
information I highly recommend reading Sections 13 and 14 in the CMS, 16th Edition. 
 
2. The CMS, 16th Edition was used for this Section (as mentioned earlier). 
 

 
 

NOTE: In the following lessons some of the information will be repeated for emphasis 
and better comprehension. 
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The Assignment 
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Lesson One Assignment 
 
 
 
 
1. For this lesson please write a 400 word article. Be sure to include all the elements 
discussed above. You should also include two quotes with references. 
 
2. When complete, please email it to me for a critique and editing. 
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 Karen Cioffi, the Article Writing Doctor  

 
 
You can learn more about Karen at: 
http://karencioffifreelancewriter.com/about-karen-cioffi/    
 

Writing services: Karen Cioffi Professional Writing Services for Businesses and 

Individuals  
http://karencioffifreelancewriter.com/karen-cioffi-writing-services/ 
 
For more writing and marketing ebooks and ecourses, and to learn about Karen’s 
author online presence coaching, visit: 
http://karencioffi.com  
 
For writing and marketing information, tips, guidance, and updates on free webinars, 
subscribe to ‘The Writing World’ newsletter (http://thewritingworld.com). It’s free and 

 get TWO site related e-books as gifts. you’ll
 
You can connect with Karen at:  
 
Karen Cioffi Writing and Marketing – Blog 
http://karencioffiwritingandmarketing.com 
 
Linkedin: http://www.linkedin.com/in/karencioffiventrice 
Twitter: http://twitter.com/KarenCV 
Facebook: http://www.facebook.com/pages/Karen-Cioffi-Ventrice/ 
GooglePlus: https://plus.google.com/+KarenCioffiVentrice/about  
Pinterest: http://pinterest.com/karencioffi/  
 

Nothing ventured, nothing gained!Nothing ventured, nothing gained!Nothing ventured, nothing gained!Nothing ventured, nothing gained!    
 

“It’s not what you’ve done that matters - it’s what you haven’t done.” 

~ Mark Twain 

 
 


